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Abstract:
Theoretically, emotions have been predominantly explained from the perspective of internal human feelings. Dominated by this perspective, empirical research on vocal emotional expressions has been looking for feeling-defined prosodic correlates, and has been mostly data-driven. The large amounts of data generated so far have not led to strong predictive models of emotional prosody, however. In this talk I will advocate a minority view that emotion is an evolutionally adapted motivational mechanism for generating actions to proactively interact with other individuals, including the production of emotional expressions, and that emotional prosody is evolutionarily adapted for eliciting behaviours that benefit the signaller. More specifically, emotional meanings are likely encoded along a set of behaviour-eliciting bio-informational dimensions that reshape both segmental and prosodic aspects of the vocal signal. I will show data from recent studies that support these bio-informational dimensions. I will also demonstrate how the proposed dimensions allow emotional meanings to be encoded in parallel with non-emotional meanings in speech.
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